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                    I'm

                    Daniele Savi

                    

                    Trainer, Digital evangelist, Developer, AI Enthusiast

                    
                      I don’t know what knowledge you need, my king. 
But I can always show you what I have learned: nothing is precluded to those who want to know.



~ Marco Buticchi,
The Sign of the Eagle
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                About Me

            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Trainer | Digital Evangelist | Developer | AI Enthusiast

                    A few years of training in Electronic Engineering provided me with a solid analytical foundation. Interrupted the experience in search of a more creative path, I then graduated in Video Design at IED. Since then, I always strive to combine technology and creativity in my profession and personal life. I have worked in the field of communication and tech training, published a manual on FastWeb and several science fiction novels, managed blogs and online communities. I am also active in the non-profit field, with the goal of a more supportive and less competitive world.
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                Profile

                Education & Experience

            

          Passionate about technology and creativity, I have a basic knowledge of various cloud technologies such as AWS, Azure, and IBM, as well as programming languages like Python and JavaScript, enabling me to work on various kinds of applications. I am eager to work alongside other industry professionals to gain further knowledge and experience as a cloud developer, cloud architect or data analyst.
My communication and training skills, although not directly related to the fields I’m applying, along with a strong problem-solving attitude, complement and enrich my professional profile. I am convinced that my passion for technology, learning speed and determination make me a candidate capable of quickly adapting to a constantly evolving field.
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                    Recent Training

                    
                        
                            
                            IBM Full Stack Cloud Developer

                            Coursera - IBM Skills Network | 2022/23

                            Various certifications related to cloud application development

                        

                        
                            
                            Scientific programming and data analysis

                            FreeCodeCamp | 2023

                            Scientific programming with Python, data analysis with Numpy and Pandas

                        

                        
                            
                            AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner

                            Amazon | 2023

                            Obtained in March 2023 with a score of 920/1000

                        

                    

                

                
                    Meaningful Experiences

                    
                        
                            
                            IT Consultant and trainer

                            HelpO.tech | 2018 - now

                            HelpO is a personal assistant for all digital needs. I provide consulting and training services for individuals, professionals, and small businesses. Helpo also offers outreach programs to help people seize the opportunities offered by new technologies, including seminars, digital guides, online training courses, and YouTube videos.

                        

                        
                            
                            Digital communication consultant

                            ReAgire a.p.s. | 2015 - now

                            Since I contributed to its founding, I have been working with ReAgire non profit association, coordinating activities related to the digital realm, such as secure personal data management, website creation and management, and software development for the online community. I also handle communication and training initiatives for the association.

                        

                        
                            
                            Digital Manager

                            Mission Bambini | 2012 - 13

                            My work involved coordinating external agencies and managing a team of freelancers for website development, as well as video production. This experience, apart from personal growth, has revealed and enhanced my skills in team working and problem solving.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    


    
    
        
            
                Skills

                My Skills

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            HTML / CSS

                            70%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Javascript / Node.js

                            60%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Python

                            70%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Flask

                            60%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Numpy / Pandas

                            50%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Tensorflow

                            40%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Docker / Kubernetes

                            50%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Git / GitHub

                            60%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Windows / Mac / Linux

                            90%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Hardware Assembly

                            80%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Image / Video Editing

                            80%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        
                            Training / Popularizing

                            90%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Public Speaking

                            80%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Tech / Creative Writing

                            90%

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    

    
    
        
            
                Languages

                Languages

            

            
                
                    
                        

                        
                            Italian

                            Native

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        

                        
                            English

                            C1

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                        

                        
                            Japanese

                            A1 - In Study 

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                  
                

                
            

        

    

    

    
    
        
            
                Gallery

                Things I've done

            

            
                
                    	All
	Web / Dev
	Training
	Books


                

            

            
                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          Starship Hope

                          A text-adventure demo made in Python and Flask.

                          
                          
                          
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          Website for ReAgire a.p.s.

                          ReAgire is an italian npo active in aiding the unemployed.

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          MyJob Community

                          A community forum for ReAgire a.p.s., made with Discourse.

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          HelpO

                          A project for digital assistance, training and awareness (italian).

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          HelpO Youtube channel

                          The Youtube channel of project HelpO (italian).

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          Hope 1

                          The first book of The Starship Hope serie (italian).

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          Hope 2

                          The second book of The Starship Hope serie (italian).

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          La Teoria del Tutto

                          A fantasy/scifi book set in the streets of Milano (italian).

                          
                                                
                        

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                        
                          365 Fingerstories

                          A book of very short stories, one per day (italian).
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